In recent years, clustering methods have attracted more attention in analysing and monitoring data streams. Density-based techniques are the remarkable category of clustering techniques that are able to detect the clusters with arbitrary shapes and noises. However, finding the clusters with local density varieties is a difficult task. For handling this problem, in this paper, a new density-based clustering algorithm for data streams is proposed. This algorithm can improve the offline phase of density-based algorithm based on MinPts parameter. The experimental results show that the proposed technique can improve the clustering quality in data streams with different densities.
INTRODUCTION
The process of data stream mining involves extracting valuable patterns in real time from dynamic streaming data in only a single scan, which can be very challenging. However, the process of data stream clustering has been the subject of much attention due to its effectiveness in data mining [1, 2] . Clustering involves processing data and partitioning the information or objects contained within it into subsets known as clusters. The aim of this process is to classify similar objects into the same cluster while objects in various clusters are dissimilar [3] . Essentially, clustering algorithms that are used to process huge data are basic methods that can be applied in data mining, pattern recognition, and machine learning. Streaming access performs better than random access for the huge volumes of data stored on hard disks or in data stream form, hence streaming algorithms are required to cluster such data [4] . However, due to the nature of the data stream, which is massive and evolves over time, traditional clustering techniques cannot be applied. Thus, it has become crucial to develop new and improved clustering techniques. Recently, various perspectives on and aspects of data stream clustering have been discussed and several algorithms and methods have been proposed. The existing clustering techniques are generally categorized into five major categories: hierarchical, partitioning, grid-based, density-based, and model-based [5] .
Density-based techniques are the remarkable category in clustering data streams that possess quite a few significant advantages for data clustering such as i) the ability to detect arbitrary shaped clusters, ii) the ability to handle noises and iii) they require just the one time to scan raw data. Apart from that, such algorithms do not require prior knowledge of the number of clusters (k) unlike k-means algorithms that need to be given the number of clusters in advance [6, 7] .
Among the existing density-based clustering methods for data stream, DenStream [8] is an outstanding algorithm. This algorithm is able to detect the clusters with arbitrary shapes and noises. However, one of the challenging problems of this algorithm is in detecting clusters with different densities where it can lead to reduce the clustering quality. For example, in Figure 1 DenStream can detect only one cluster instead of detecting three clusters with different densities. To handle this problem, in this paper, a new density based clustering algorithm for data stream with various densities is proposed.
BACKGROUND
Density-based clustering techniques consider the dense areas of objects as clusters where they are separated with low density sparse areas in dataset. These techniques are able to recognize the clusters with arbitrary shapes and can handle noises. Also they do not require prior knowledge of the number of clusters.
A two-phase scheme density-based algorithm known as DenStream has been developed to cluster evolving data streams [8] . In the first phase, this algorithm uses the fading window model to create a synopsis of the data. Then, in the second phase, the synopsis of the data stored from first phase is utilized to provide the clustering results. This algorithm can handle arbitrary shaped clusters.
The D-Stream algorithm [9] has also been proposed, which is capable of making automatic and dynamic adjustments to the data clusters without user specification with regards to the target time horizon and number of clusters. This algorithm creates separated grids to map new incoming data. A decay factor is used with the density of each data point in order to determine which data are recent and which are less important (old). The D-Stream algorithm is incapable of processing very high-dimensional data; however, the DenStream algorithm has no difficulty in processing such data.
Similar to D-Stream, MR-Stream [10] creates cell partitions in the data space. Whenever a dimension is divided in half, a single cell goes through another division to form 2 d subcells, where d is the dimension of the data set. The division process can be set to a maximum limit by a user-defined parameter. The divided cells are stored on a quad tree structure that allows for data clusters to be created at different resolution levels. The MR-Stream algorithm allocates all new data into the appropriate cells at every time stamp interval during the online phase and also updates the summarized data.
OPCluStream [11] is another density-based algorithm for clustering data streams. This algorithm utilizes a tree topology for organizing points and directional pointers to link all related points together. This algorithm is able to detect arbitrary shaped clusters.
Although, the above-mentioned methods are able to cluster data streams efficiently, however they have low clustering quality when they deal with data space with different densities.
Here, some different density-based techniques to cluster multi-density data are described. ExDBSCAN [12] is a multi-density clustering algorithm that is based on greedy technique. This algorithm gets just one parameter, MinPts, and the value of radius increases gradually to take the real neighbourhood. This algorithm has high execution time that makes it unsuitable for data streams.
Another density-based clustering algorithm for streaming data is the DSCLU algorithm [13] . DSCLU uses microclusters to detect suitable clusters, focusing on localizing dominant microclusters on the basis of their neighbours' weights. It is able to detect clusters in multi-density environments but it works with same radius to form microclusters.
In [14] the authors proposed a new extension of DBSCAN algorithm for detecting of multi-density of data. This algorithm considers the different value for radius of clusters based on k-nearest neighbours curve. It has some problems to manage the variety of density within the same cluster and has high computational time.
DENSTREAM
DenStream [8] is a density-based data stream clustering algorithm that consists of two phases: online and offline. In the former phase the summary of data is created as the microclusters and in the latter phase the algorithm uses the synopsis of data that has been stored from first phase to create the final clusters which named macroclusters. Figure 2 shows a general framework of DenStream. This algorithm uses the fading window model for clustering data stream. In this model weight would be assigned for every data stream record on the basis of the fading function f(t) = 2 -λt , where λ > 0 ,and more weights would be assigned to recent data as compared to old data. The overall weight of data stream is a fixed value W:
where v is the number of points arrived in one time unit (stream speed). The importance of historical data is decreased by assuming the higher values of λ. Cao et al. expanded the notion of core point proposed in [15] and used the concept of microcluster for storing an approximate representation of data objects. A core point is a point in whose ε neighbourhood the overall weight of the data points is at least an integer µ.
They introduced three definitions of microclusers: core-microcluster, potential c-microcluster, and outlier microcluster. Definition 1. core-microcluster: A core-microcluster or c-microcluster at time t for a group of near points pi1, . . . , pin with time stamps Ti1, . . . , Tin is determined as CMC (w, c, r) ,where w is the weight, c is the center, and r is the radius of the c-microcluster. The weight is defined as: (2) , the center is defined as: (3) , and the radius is defined as: (4) , where dist(pij,c) is the Euclidean distance between the point pi j and the center c.
It is noteworthy that a microcluster in order to be considered as a c-microcluster, its weight has to be above or equal to a predefined value of µ (w ≥ µ) and also its radius has to be below or equal to ε (r ≤ ε).
Definition 2. potential c-microcluster:
A potential cmicrocluster or p-microcluster, at time t for a group of near points pi1, . . . , pin with time stamps Ti1, . . . , Tin is determined as {CF 1 ,CF 2 ,w}, where the weight of a pmicrocluster w, as mentioned above, has to be above or equal to βμ (w ≥ βμ) and β, 0 < β ≤ 1, is a parameter for determining the outlier threshold relative to cmicroclusters. CF 1 is the weighted linear sum of the points and is defined as: (5) and CF 2 is the weighed square sum of the points and is defined as: (6) the center of a p-microcluster is defined as: (7) and the radius of a p-microcluster is defined as: (8) Note that the radius of a p-microcluster has to be below or equal to ε (r ≤ ε). 
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PROPOSED METHOD
Since DenStream algorithm is not applicable for datasets with multi-density clusters, in this section, we propose a new density-based algorithm for solving this problem. The DenStream algorithm applies DBSCAN algorithm in its offline phase. Since this algorithm uses a global set of parameters, hence it is not able to detect clusters with different densities.
The proposed method works based on only one parameter (MinPts). When a clustering request arrives, this algorithm gets all the p-microclusters as virtual points with centers of cp and weights w. For identifying the dense regions of data, all points must be classified to [n/MinPts] subsets called preliminary clusters (preclusters). First, the proposed algorithm considers all points as a single cluster and then calculates its center. Then the farthest point from the center is considered as a noise and deleted from the dataset. After removing this point, the center point has to be recalculated. This step has to be done iteratively until only the MinPts or less than it are left. These points form the first precluster. The process of generation pre-clusters continues until all points are grouped into pre-cluster = [n/MinPts]. To create dense regions and final clusters, these pre-clusters have to be merged based on pairwise distance between the center points of pre-clusters. The pre-clusters that are close enough are merged and they form the final clusters. The process of this algorithm is shown in algorithm 2. The clustering quality is calculated by the average purity of clusters that is described as below: (9) where K is the number of clusters,
C is the number of points with the dominant class label in cluster i and |Ci| shows the number of points in cluster i.
The comparison between proposed method and DenStream on the KDD CUP 99 dataset is illustrated in Figure 3 . The time units selected in the experiments are same as those adopted by DenStream because in these time points some attacks occur. In the Figure 3 , the horizon and the stream speed (the number of points per time unit) have been set to 1 and 1000, respectively. The experimental results showed that in the most of the cases the proposed algorithm outperformed DenStream algorithm in terms of clustering quality in data streams. 
CONCLUSION
The major research field in data stream mining is to develop efficient methods to mine the data stream. However, the mining task is complicated because of the specific characteristics of the data stream. The data stream clustering approach is one of the data mining techniques that can extract knowledge from such data. Density-based algorithms are the outstanding category in clustering data streams that are able to recognize the clusters with arbitrary shapes and can handle noises. Also they do not require prior knowledge of the number of clusters. However, one of the challenging problems of these algorithms is in detecting clusters with different densities where it can lead to reduce the clustering quality. In this paper, for solving this problem, a new density-based clustering algorithm for data stream with various densities was proposed. The experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm can improve the clustering quality in data streams with variant densities.
